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Shipping – a high-risk industry

• Corrupt environments

• Interactions with public
officials

• The provision of services to
high-risk sectors such as
defence and natural
resources

• The use of agents joint
venture partners and
counterparties



Third parties and commission

Third parties who provide
services to refer, assist or
facilitate the introduction of
a client are likely to pose a
higher risk of bribery and
corruption



Address commissions

• Payments that can feature
in charter parties and
contracts for the building
and selling of ships

• Represent a form of cash-
back/rebate or discount on
the price paid by the
seller/owner to the
buyer/charterer



Origins of the phrase

• Historically vessels were
addressed to the master of
the vessel or an agent at
the port of loading or
discharging

• An amount of money was
provided by the owner to
the master or to the agent
for various services



Charterers
• Provide the cargo

• Get the vessel into port

• Provide bunkers and lube
oils

• Load the vessel

• Get it out promptly

• Address commission
usually deducted from the
hire at the time it is paid



Address commissions and  bribery
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Principal’s knowledge and consent
unnecessary?

• Brokers are entitled to pay
commission to third parties,
including parties acting as
shipping consultants, by
introducing the relevant
business

• This can come from the
total commission charged
by the broker without the
knowledge or consent of his
principal



Ordinary market practice

• “Introductory  commissions"
were consistent with
ordinary market practice

• Brokers were not required
to inform their principal of
such arrangements even
though the principal was
funding them



Presumed knowledge and consent
He could  assume that  the
principal:

• Had consented to him
making a payment of this
kind without specifically
informing the principal of it

• Had recognised that the
commission which the
principal had agreed to pay
the broker might cover such
outgoings



Broker’s knowledge

If the broker :

• Knew that the principal
would object to the payment

• Thought that the principal
might do so

This would not be the case



Not of the usual kind

In the circumstances of this
case the court concluded
that:

• The introductory
commissions were not of a
usual kind

• The brokers were in breach
of duty in paying them



Address commissions and the Bribery Act
• They should be OK

provided that such
payments are properly
recorded in the terms of the
charter party and the
payment is properly made
to the owner and recorded
in the owner's company
books

• Could be a problem if they
are directed to be paid into
the offshore account of a
separate entity and there is
no explanation as to why
such a payment has been
made.



Facilitation payments? - Panalpina
• Panalpina World Transport

(Holding) Ltd, a global
freight-forwarding and
logistics services firm based
in Basel, and its U.S.-
based subsidiary through
subsidiaries and affiliates
paid bribes of $27 million to
foreign officials in Angola,
Azerbaijan, Brazil,
Kazakhstan, Nigeria, Russia
and Turkmenistan



Oil and gas industry
• They were paid on behalf of

many of its customers in the
oil and gas industry to get
around local rules and
regulations relating to the
import of goods and
materials

• Customers approved of or
condoned the payment of
bribes on their behalf

• They falsely recorded the
bribe payments made on
their behalf as legitimate
business expenses in their
accounts



Deferred prosecution agreement

• The US Department of
Justice charged Panalpina
with conspiring to violate the
anti-bribery provisions of the
Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act (FCPA)

• They entered into a
deferred prosecution
agreement



Books and records
• They were also charged

with conspiring to violate the
books and records
provisions of the FCPA and
with aiding and abetting
certain customers in
violating the books and
records provisions of the
FCPA

• Panalpina agreed to plead
guilty to the charges and to
pay a $70.56 million
criminal penalty



Consultancy or pay to play?
• Former Los Angeles city

commissioner Leland Wong
found guilty of bribery

• Received $100,000 ($5,000
per month)  from 2002-2004
from Evergreen Marine
Corp.

• Terminal lease negotiations
- they wanted more space

• Wong and Evergreen called
them “consultancy fees”

• He was sentenced to a five-
year jail term



Evergreen statement

“ We paid Leland Wong 5,000 US dollars per month
from 2002-2004 as a consultancy fee so he
could help us obtain more space for containers at
the LA Port"



Corruption and fraud – colluding to commit the
crime
• 25 shipping company

executives and 21 officials from
the port of Kaohsiung in Taipei
were charged with inflating
cargo volumes from 3 years
from 2006

• In the 1980s it had been no. 3
port in the world

• It slipped down due to
competition from mainland
China

• In 2006 Kaohsiung harbour
started a 3-year plan to boost
the port’s global rankings in
handling containers



Benefits to officials and companies
• The plan offered cash to

officials and rental
concessions to shipping
lines if more containers
were sent to Kaohsiung

• They forged documents and
claimed $10 million in
performance incentives

• Harbour bureau officials
colluded with shipping
company executives to
collect the bonuses

• 3 employees were charged
with fraud and corruption



Export licensing and corruption – the Blue
Lantern programme

• Managed within the
Directorate of Defense
Trade Controls by the Office
of Defense Trade Controls
Compliance Research and
Analysis Division

• Pre-licence or post-
shipment checks
undertaken to verify the
legitimacy of a transaction



Compliance with proper use requirements

• The recipient is complying
with the requirements
imposed by the US
government with respect to
the use, transfers and
security of the defence
articles and defence
services

• Such articles and services
are being used for the
purposes for which they are
provided



Wikileaks reveals Blue Lantern “Broker Inquiry”
• “Post conducted an inquiry

into the bona fides of
Quartermaster's Ltd

• The Criminal Intelligence
Group of HMRC confirmed
that neither Quartermaster's
Ltd nor the directors
Pankesh Patel or
Maheshchandra Patel were
adversely known to the UK
government

• On the same day Pankesh
Patel, managing director, at
Quartermaster's Ltd was
indicted in Las Vegas, NV
under the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act ”



HMRC involvement

• “Post subsequently
informed HMRC of the
indictment.

• Noel Burke, 26, officer of
HMRC, stated that his
agency will be in contact
with the LegAtt with respect
to the indictment

• He will then evaluate if a
broader investigation into
Quartermaster's Ltd is
warranted”



Law enforcement agencies cooperate

• FBI

• UK Police forces

• HMRC Customs and
Criminal Intelligence
Division

• Blue Lantern Programme



“Shot Show” sting

• Arms trade bribery sting

• The largest single
investigation and
prosecution of individuals in
the history of the FCPA

• Four UK citizens indicted

• Mistrial first time round –
jury could not agree

• Patel due for retrial in May
2012



Corruption and export control - BAE Systems

• Licensing scheme
applicants must identify
commissions to the State
Department paid to anyone
who helps secure the sales
of defence materials

• BAES admitted it knowingly
and wilfully failed to identify
commissions paid to third
parties for assistance in
soliciting, promoting or
otherwise securing sales of
defence items



Corruption and embargo violation - Innospec

• Committed FCPA violations
in connection with bribe
payments it made to officials
in the Iraqi Ministry of Oil

• They also sold chemicals to
Cuban power plants in
violation of the U.S.
embargo against Cuba



Corruption and the use of shell companies
• US individuals made corrupt

payments to Panamanian
government officials

• Quid pro quo was a 20-year
contract to collect
lighthouse and buoy tariffs,
conduct engineering studies
and maintain aids to
navigation in the Panama
Canal



Companies set up
• Panamanian Company

Ports Engineering
Consultants Corporation

• Overman Associates - an
engineering firm with its
principal place of business
in Virginia Beach

• Overman de Panama - a
Panamanian company
which was a holding
company for investments
that its owner made in
Panama



Privatisation proposal
• They submitted a proposal

for the privatisation of
National Maritime Ports
Authority (APN) engineering
department

• Ovennan Associates and
Ovennan de Panama would
provide engineering
services to APN



Dividends
• They arranged for shell

companies to be set up by
the administrator of the port

• They arranged for him and
his deputy to become
shareholders

• They used the shell
companies as a conduit for
corrupt payments in the
form of “dividends”

• PECC also issued bearer
shares to make a corrupt
payment to the then
President of Panama
Ernesto Pérez Balladares



Iran sanctions and front companies
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Rogue trading and corruption

• Unauthorised speculative
trading in aluminium futures

• Recording false
transactions to cover up
rogue trades

• Bribing an employee at
another firm to create the
fictitious offsetting trades to
hide losses



Evidence from SMS messages

“N’s contention was that, on
a proper analysis of the
relevant evidence in
context, the reference to
“thingies” could only refer to
secret commissions or
bribes and that the SMS
exchanges were capable of
no other reasonable
interpretation”



Remedies



Screening and FSA bribery survey
• One firm used a screening

product as a reference point
for assessing the risk of
bribery and corruption

• It was a tool for identifying
high-risk countries in terms
of war, terrorism and
hijacking when transporting
cargo

• It did not take into account
bribery and corruption risk

• This was not an appropriate
tool for the firm to use



Due diligence and third parties
• Six firms had recently

started to use commercially-
available intelligence tools
to assist with due diligence
and verifying information
provided by third parties

• Five of these firms were
visited following the
publication of interim
findings which suggested
using them



Risk-based approach required
• Failure by firms to adopt a

risk-based approach may
result in inadequate risk
mitigation for high-risk
business

• It may also mean that time
and resources allocated to
risk mitigation will not be
deployed in the most
efficient way



Inadequate approach

• Few firms applied a risk-
based approach by focusing
on higher risk jurisdictions,
classes of business or third
parties

• Most firms adopted a 'one
size fits all' approach to their
systems and controls which
was frequently insufficient in
addressing financial crime
risk posed by third party
relationships



Country risk
• Many firms started by

plotting the countries where
they used third parties to
win business against the
Corruption Perceptions
Index to assess country risk

• Many firms then categorised
their third parties as high,
medium or low risk

• This was entirely dependent
on the positioning on the
index of the third party's
country



Factors ignored
Failed to consider:

• The class of business the
third party operated in

• Whether the third party was
an individual or a corporate
entity

• The results of due diligence



Good practice
One firm had implemented

procedures where:

• Third party account
applications from higher risk
countries needed approval
by the CEO or Chief Risk
Officer

• Other senior managers
could approve other
accounts

• There were more robust
procedures in place for the
approval of third parties who
were individuals



No documented procedures

Many firms did not have
documented procedures
setting out additional
procedural steps to be
taken for higher risk third
party accounts



Practical demonstration?

• Some firms said that a
higher risk CPI score would
lead to more robust due
diligence on new third party
accounts

• They could not demonstrate
that this happened in
practice



Good practice
• Regular assessments of bribery and corruption risks with a

specific senior person responsible for ensuring this is done
taking into account the country and class of business involved
as well as other relevant factors

• More robust monitoring and due diligence on higher risk third
party relationships

• Thorough reviews and gap analyses of systems and controls
against relevant external events with strong senior
management involvement or sponsorship

• Ensuring review teams have sufficient knowledge of relevant
issues and supplementing this with external expertise where
necessary

• Establishing clear plans to implement improvements arising
from reviews including updating policies, procedures and staff
training



Poor practice

• Failing to consider the bribery and corruption risks posed by
third parties used to win business

• Failing to allocate formal responsibility for anti-bribery and
corruption risk assessments

• A 'one size fits all' approach to third party due diligence

• Failing to respond to external events that may draw attention
to weaknesses in systems and controls

• Taking too long to implement changes to systems and
controls following analysis of external events

• Failure to bolster insufficient in-house knowledge or resource
with external expertise



Willis Limited
Willis Limited failed to:

• Ensure that it established
and recorded an adequate
commercial rationale to
support its payments to
overseas third parties

• Ensure that adequate due
diligence was carried out on
overseas third parties to
evaluate the risk involved in
doing business with them



Failure of due diligence

• Adequately review its
relationships on a regular
basis to confirm whether it
was still necessary and
appropriate for Willis
Limited to continue with the
relationship

• Monitor its staff to ensure
that each time it engaged
an overseas third party an
adequate commercial
rationale had been recorded
and that sufficient due
diligence had been carried
out



Simon Rainey QC 

Called:Called:Called:Called: 1982 
Silk:Silk:Silk:Silk: 2000 
Lincoln's InnLincoln's InnLincoln's InnLincoln's Inn  

Simon Rainey QC took Silk in 2000 and has advised and acted as an 
advocate for over 25 years in a wide range of commercial disputes 
for national and international clients.

His principal area of practice is international commerce, embracing 
shipping, commodities, insurance, the carriage and sale of goods, 
banking and related disciplines. Many of his cases raise issues of 
private international law or arbitration law and practice. He appears 
mainly in the High Court (almost exclusively in the Commercial Court 
as well as the Admiralty Court) and the Court of Appeal and the 
House of Lords, and has extensive experience of arbitration having 
appeared before all of the main arbitral bodies and trade 
associations, and before ad hoc tribunals in this country and abroad 
His advocacy experience is in both long complex trials or 
arbitrations involving lengthy cross-examination of factual witnesses 
or experts or in short interlocutory hearings involving difficult points 
of law. He particularly relishes complicated legal disputes and also 
cross-examination, especially in cases involving heavy expert 
evidence.

He is frequently appointed as arbitrator (LCIA, ICC, LMAA and ad hoc, 
sitting both sole and as co-arbitrator) and has given expert evidence 
of English law to courts in several countries.

He also sits as a Recorder and as a Deputy High Court Judge in the 
Queens Bench Division.

He has been cited for many years as a Leading Silk in the areas of 
Shipping, Commodities, Commercial Litigation and Dispute 
Resolution, International Arbitration, Energy and Natural Resources, 
and Insurance and Reinsurance and Professional Negligence by Legal 
500 and Chambers and Partners.

Some recent Legal Directory comments:

● “Extremely bright, user-friendly, intelligent and excellent with 
clients”;; “attention to detail is first-class”; (Chambers & Partners, 

  

Academics

BA (Cantab.) (1st Class Hons.) 

1980, MA 1984; Licence en droit 

européen (Bruxelles) (plus 

grande distinction) 1982.

Academic Prizes / 

Scholarships

Exhibitioner (Corpus Christi 

College). Squire scholarships 

(Cantab); Lazard scholarship 

(Corpus Christi College); Wiener-

Anspach scholarship (Cantab – 

Bruxelles) Denning and Scarman 

scholarships and various other 

prizes (Lincoln’s Inn) 

Appointments

Recorder (Crown Court), 2000; 

Recorder (County Court), 2004; 

Deputy High Court Judge of 

Queen’s Bench Division (2008) 

Languages

French (fluent); Italian (passive)

Publications

“The Law of Tug and Tow and of 

Allied Contracts`` (1st Edn 

1996; 2nd Edn 2002); third 

edition to be published as “The 

Law of Offshore Contracts” in 



2009) 

● “one of the brightest lawyers I have ever come across”;; “effective 
and pleasant advocate”; (Chambers & Partners, 2009)  

● “One peer asserted he has yet to see anyone who matches Rainey’s 
talent for being ‘able to talk with such utter conviction about any 
topic, regardless of the point. Rainey conveys every point with such 
power and authority that he makes you believe what he is saying is 
right’. Another interviewee labelled him a ‘friendly, orderly and 
magnificent advocate who is fiercely persistent without ever 
appearing so’”;. (Chambers & Partners, 2008)  

● “Simon Rainey QC or ‘Brainy Rainey’ of Quadrant Chambers is a 
barrister widely considered to be ‘good-natured, systematic, 
logical and clear thinking’. Clients described him as ‘a high-calibre 
advocate who is good on paperwork and no fool on difficult legal 
points' ”; (Chambers & Partners, 2008)  

● “‘Lacking even a hint of airs and graces’, Simon Rainey QC at 
Quadrant Chambers is lauded by interviewees for his ‘phenomenal 
work rate’ and ‘presentation skills’. Solicitors feed off his energy 
and appreciate his honesty. ‘He never strays into telling you what 
he thinks you want to hear’. (Chambers & Partners, 2008)  

● “ ‘Diligent, user-friendly and dedicated, he makes himself 
available as much as he can,’ say lawyers, while barristers 
commended ‘his quick and logical thought processes’ and general 
courtroom skills”; (Chambers & Partners, 2008)  

Practice areasPractice areasPractice areasPractice areas 

(click any area for more detail)

SelectSelectSelectSelect

Commercial LitigationCommercial LitigationCommercial LitigationCommercial Litigation

Simon Rainey’s commercial litigation work has 
developed with his expansion into this field 
from shipping and commodities, where he is 
an acknowledged market leader. He now 
handles a significant number of major 
complex legal and factual cases on widely 
differing aspects of commercial and 
international and contractual disputes.

International Finance Corporation (WorldInternational Finance Corporation (WorldInternational Finance Corporation (WorldInternational Finance Corporation (World    
Bank) v Chevron Nigeria LimitedBank) v Chevron Nigeria LimitedBank) v Chevron Nigeria LimitedBank) v Chevron Nigeria Limited: dispute 

preparation (2009).  

“The evolving law of voyage 

charterparties” (2009; Informa, 

contributor). 

“Ship Sale and Purchase” (LLP 

2nd Edn 1992; 3rd Edn 1998, 

contributor: Shipbuilding 

Contracts); 

“The Maritime Laws of 

Anglophone and Francophone 

West Africa” (1985) UNCTAD. 

Memberships

Member of the London 

Commercial and Common Law 

Bar Association. Supporting 

member of the London Maritime 

Arbitrators Association.

Interests

Classical music, print-collecting, 

skiing, walking.

Contact information

Quadrant House 

10 Fleet Street 

London EC4Y 1AU

Tel. +44 (0)20 7583 4444 

Fax +44 (0)20 7583 4455

DX 292 London  

Chancery Lane

Send an eSend an eSend an eSend an e----mailmailmailmail

Download vCardDownload vCardDownload vCardDownload vCard



concerning the recognition of an equitable 
lien in favour of a purchaser of a drilling rig 
capable of defeating an otherwise secured 
creditor relating to US$30M claim; application 
in English law of High Court of Australia 
landmark decision in Hewett v Court. 

MultiplexMultiplexMultiplexMultiplex Constructions (UK) Limited v  Constructions (UK) Limited v  Constructions (UK) Limited v  Constructions (UK) Limited v 
Cleveland Bridge UK Limited and Cleveland Bridge UK Limited and Cleveland Bridge UK Limited and Cleveland Bridge UK Limited and 
Cleveland BridgeCleveland BridgeCleveland BridgeCleveland Bridge Dorman Long  Dorman Long  Dorman Long  Dorman Long 
Engineering LimitedEngineering LimitedEngineering LimitedEngineering Limited. Various applications 
and aspects of the disputes between Multiplex 
and the Wembley Consortium relating to the 
building of Wembley, representing Multiplex. 

BritishBritishBritishBritish Energy and Power v Credit Suisse  Energy and Power v Credit Suisse  Energy and Power v Credit Suisse  Energy and Power v Credit Suisse 
and Ampere Ltd.and Ampere Ltd.and Ampere Ltd.and Ampere Ltd. Advising Ampere Ltd and 
Credit Suisse following decision in same case 
[2007] EWHC 1428 (Langley J.)

European Credit Management vEuropean Credit Management vEuropean Credit Management vEuropean Credit Management v Rumsey Rumsey Rumsey Rumsey  - 
representing ECM in major shareholders 
dispute relating to control of multi-billion 
investment management company 

P&O v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger)P&O v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger)P&O v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger)P&O v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger): 
representing P&O re disposal of nuclear waste 
and consequential liabilities to Scottish 
Executive; [2005] 1 WLR 3773: Practice - 
Whether six-year limitation period for actions 
founded on contract applicable by analogy to 
new claim for specific performance -  
Limitation Act 1980, sections 5 and 36(1)(b).

P&OP&OP&OP&O v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger) No 2 v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger) No 2 v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger) No 2 v Arab Metals (The UB Tiger) No 2:  
LMLN (2006) 705 LMLN 1 and (2006) 707 LMLN 
1: Practice – Limitation – Specific performance. 

Dry Shipping, Commodities & TransportDry Shipping, Commodities & TransportDry Shipping, Commodities & TransportDry Shipping, Commodities & Transport

Shipping and commodities represents the 
core of Simon Rainey’s practice and he has 
been an acknowledged front runner in both 



for well over a decade.

DryDryDryDry shipping shipping shipping shipping 

One of the leading silks at the shipping bar, 
specialising in all aspects of dry shipping and 
charterparty disputes, with particular 
emphasis in recent years on complex cases 
involving all of the main large casualties 
arising out of dangerous cargo incidents, 
representing variously owners and charterers, 
and safe port disputes as well as appeals to 
the Commercial Court, Court of Appeal and 
House of Lords on the major dry shipping 
cases raising major points of principle. He is 
consistently singled out, and has been over 
many years, in both Legal 500 and Chambers 
as one of the leading practitioners in 
shipping, being ranked in the first division of 
shipping silks, and noted for his considerable 
legal abilities as well as his litigation and 
cross-examination skills. He was rated as “top 
of the class” in Legal Week’s review of the 
shipping bar in 2006 and continues in ‘division 
one’. 

ArbitrationsArbitrationsArbitrationsArbitrations (selection) (selection) (selection) (selection)    
The Mineral Libin (time charterers) 
The Hanjin Pennsylvania (slot charterers) 
The Ocean Victory (time charterers) 
The MSC Napoli (combined cargo interests in 
the GLO action) 
The Ythan (shippers) 
The Aconcagua (time charterers/ carriers 
under bills of lading): see e.g  
The Hyundai Fortune  (Owners) 
Pride of America (Owners) 
Kure (time charterers) 
The Contship France (time charterers) 
The CMA Djakarta

CasesCasesCasesCases    
Serena Navigation v Dera Establishment (The 
“Limnos”) [2008] 2 Ll. Rep. 166: the first 
reported case on the meaning of the 
shipowner’s limit for cargo damage under 



Article IV, Rule 5(a) of the Hague-Visby Rules: 
has provoked much published debate; settled 
before Court of Appeal 2009. 
“Aconcagua” (CSAV v Hamburg 
Schiffahrtsgesellschaft) [2006] 2 Ll. Rep 6 , 
Commercial Court appeal from on Art IV Rule 
2a of the Hague Rules and the application of 
the “Imvros”. 
The "Jordan II"(Jindal Iron and Steel Co Ltd and 
Others v Islamic Solidarity Shipping Company) 
[2005] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 57 (House of Lords); 
[2003] 2 Lloyd's Rep 87 (Court of Appeal and 
First Instance) The three Courts reviewed 
various aspects of the law on cargo claims, 
including the construction of “FIOST” clauses 
in Charterparties and Bill of Lading Contracts, 
and the extent to which the Hague Convention 
abrogates freedom of contract. 
MacWilliam v Mediterranean Shipping 
Company (“The “Rafaela S”) [2005] 2 AC 423 
(HL) the leading case on the status of ‘straight’ 
bills of lading made out to a named consignee 
without the addition of the words ‘to order.’ 
or the purposes of the Hague-Visby Rules. 

CommoditiesCommoditiesCommoditiesCommodities 

Simon Rainey is an established and highly 
regarded practitioner in commodity work, and 
his practice covers all aspects of international 
trade and commodities, including oil trading. 
He is particularly known for his expertise in 
sugar trades and sugar futures. In 2008-2009, 
in relation to commodities, he has 
concentrated on a number of major matters 
including what has been one of the biggest 
disputes to come before the Refined Sugar 
Association. “Simon Rainey QC is considered 
by solicitors to be ‘a real player’, and is 
particularly strong on sugar and derivative 
biofuels.” (Legal 500, 2009). 

RSA arbitrations (2008RSA arbitrations (2008RSA arbitrations (2008RSA arbitrations (2008----2009)2009)2009)2009) 

Represented major sugar trading house in:



Sugar quality dispute complex factual issues 
as to shipment quality and the application of 
The Naxos decision on RSA Rule 7.

Two disputes arising out of the biggest ever 
physical delivery of sugar from the futures 
market in May 2007. Complex issues of law 
concerning interpretation of Liffe

No. 5 Sugar Contract. One of the most talked 
about cases in the sugar trade.

Advising in relation to appeal acting for a 
trading house in opposing a section 68 
arbitration application (for alleged bias) 
following an award of the Technical Appeal 
Committee of the International Cotton 
Association.

Energy, Shipbuilding & ConstructionEnergy, Shipbuilding & ConstructionEnergy, Shipbuilding & ConstructionEnergy, Shipbuilding & Construction

Building on his expertise in shipping and 
commodities trading, he has worked on fuel 
oil trading, pricing and quality disputes 
relating to the long term supply contracts and 
energy futures, and has been involved in 
numerous multimillion dollar ICC and LCIA 
arbitration claims acting for offshore service 
providers, in relation to oil and gas drilling 
and exploration projects worldwide and 
complex shipbuilding disputes.

2008-2009 Advising contractor in contract 
dispute relating to construction and 
installation of the wind farm at Robin Rigg, 
involving complex engineering and sub-sea 
foundation issues.

2008-2009 Major drilling dispute between 
major companies arising out of alleged poor 
condition of drilling rig and interruption of 
oilfield production from Ivory Coast oilfields. 



2007-2008 Dispute between a leading 
international energy company and a refinery 
arbitrated under the LCIA Rules. Complicated 
contractual issues relating to loss of refinery 
production and standard crude oil contract 
exclusion clauses.

2007 – 2009 Representing offshore service 
providers in relation to LCIA arbitration claim 
by oilfield contractors arising out of trenching 
and pipeline laying operations for Petrobras in 
its Manati e Golfino oilfield project US$ 70M. 

Reported (in relation to an unsuccessful 
application by opponents to challenge 
preliminary award) as S.E.A. Servizi Ecologici 
Affosamenti SRL v Mulicieros Servicios Lda 
[2007] EWHC 2639 (Comm).

2008-2009 Representing offshore service 
providers in relation to LCIA arbitration claim 
by oilfield contractors arising out of 
construction of well-head in South Akcakoca 
Turkish Black Sea field of Madison Oil/Turkish 
Petroleum. 

2008-2009 advsing in relation to the Korle 
Lagoon project, West Africa.

CasesCasesCasesCases 

Seadrill vSeadrill vSeadrill vSeadrill v Gazprom Gazprom Gazprom Gazprom    [2008-2009: current]. 
Representing Gazprom Commercial Court 
action concerning interruption and losses 
under an oil production sharing contract. 
Contractual issues concerning standard 
production sharing contracts and the 
International Daywork drilling contract issues 
of foreseeability and remoteness 

S.E.A. Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL vS.E.A. Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL vS.E.A. Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL vS.E.A. Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL v    
Mulicieros Servicios LdaMulicieros Servicios LdaMulicieros Servicios LdaMulicieros Servicios Lda    [2007] EWHC 2639 
(Comm).

Sabah Shipyards v Islamic RepublicSabah Shipyards v Islamic RepublicSabah Shipyards v Islamic RepublicSabah Shipyards v Islamic Republic of  of  of  of 



PakistanPakistanPakistanPakistan    [2007-2008] 

Ravennavi SpA v New Century Ravennavi SpA v New Century Ravennavi SpA v New Century Ravennavi SpA v New Century 
Shipbuilding Company Ltd Shipbuilding Company Ltd Shipbuilding Company Ltd Shipbuilding Company Ltd – Court of 
Appeal  – 7 February 2007. [2007] 712 LMLN 
1. Representing shipbuilders. Contract – 
Option agreement entitling buyers to acquire 
two additional tankers on terms of earlier 
shipbuilding contract containing “entire 
agreement” clause – Clause 4(ii) of option 
agreement entitling buyers to earlier delivery 
in certain circumstances – Buyers exercising 
option – Buyers contending sellers in breach 
of clause 4(ii) – Whether clause 4(ii) survived 
exercise of option.

CovingtonCovingtonCovingtonCovington Marine Corp v Xiamen  Marine Corp v Xiamen  Marine Corp v Xiamen  Marine Corp v Xiamen 
ShipbuildingShipbuildingShipbuildingShipbuilding    [2006] 1 Ll Rep 745: LCIA US$ 
80 M multi vessel shipbuilding dispute. 
Represented Buyers in arbitration and on 
successful appeal to Commercial  Court. 
Arbitration– Shipbuilding – Claims by buyers 
for repudiation of contracts by builders – 
Builders denying that binding contracts 
entered into – Arbitrators ruling that contracts 
automatically rescinded by reason of 
conditions not being met – Buyers’ claim 
dismissed – Appeal under Arbitration Act 
1996, section 69 – Whether arbitrators 
correct.

 

International ArbitrationInternational ArbitrationInternational ArbitrationInternational Arbitration

Appears frequently as advocate in arbitrations 
under the rules of the International Chamber 
of Commerce; the London Court of 
International Arbitration and the London 
Maritime Arbitrators Association in relation to 
all manner of trading and financial disputes.

Regularly appointed as arbitrator by the 



International Chamber of Commerce, and the 
London Court of International Arbitration and 
under wide variety of ad hoc appointments. 

Numerous international arbitrations details of 
which are confidential. Subject matter 
examples are available on request but e.g.

Currently representing a charter airline in a 
£50 million+ LCIA arbitration claim against a 
major airline in relation to licensing and 
franchising arrangements Fiduciary duties of 
airline as franchisee and duty of franchisee as 
quasi-agent to account for secret profits.

LCIA arbitration ethanol supply contract 
dispute representing leading commodity 
company in first major arbitration arising out 
of Brazilian supply of off-products and ethanol 
fuel from sugar production 

LCIA arbitration US$ 30 million dispute 
involving interruption of refinery production 
at Indian refinery. Representing major 
international energy corporation (current)

ICC arbitration concerning drilling of 
Moroccan offshore oil wells between 
European drilling company and Moroccan state 
body

ICC: space satellite reinsurance US$ 200 
million member of three arbitrator panel; 
arbitration conducted in Paris in French.

ICC: energy dispute involving Mozambique 
state oil company US$10 million; chairman of 
three arbitrator panel.

LCIA: reinsurance treaty arbitrations; two as 
sole ; one as member of three arbitrators

ICC arbitration, chairman of tribunal in energy 
dispute between major energy exporter and 
third world government.



Insurance & ReinsuranceInsurance & ReinsuranceInsurance & ReinsuranceInsurance & Reinsurance

Simon has a depth of experience across most 
of the industry sectors, with particular 
expertise in complex treaty disputes dating 
back to the long running SAIL v Farex/ Farex v 
St Paul saga and major marine and non-
marine claims.

He has made a particular study of aggregation 
provisions both as advocate and arbitrator, 
grappling with difficult problems such as civil 
disorder in multiple incidents (advising in 
Mann vMann vMann vMann v Lexington Lexington Lexington Lexington) and similar issues in the 
operation of war perils (representing insurers 
in Kuwait Airways v KuwaitKuwait Airways v KuwaitKuwait Airways v KuwaitKuwait Airways v Kuwait Insurance Co Insurance Co Insurance Co Insurance Co). 

The Mercandian ContinentThe Mercandian ContinentThe Mercandian ContinentThe Mercandian Continent [2001] 2 Lloyd’s 
Rep. 563 (CA) – post contractual duty of 
utmost good faith; Simon was instructed as 
leading counsel for the successful claimants. 

Taking up most of 2003 and into 2004 with 
the appeal (settled Aug 2004) was the 
mammoth Glencore v Alpina litigation [2004] 1 
Lloyd’s Rep. 111 – Commercial Court (claim 
for US240 million; misrepresentation; non-
disclosure; fraudulent claims; coverage 
matters).

Chris O' Kane (Syndicate 2020)Chris O' Kane (Syndicate 2020)Chris O' Kane (Syndicate 2020)Chris O' Kane (Syndicate 2020) v. v. v. v. 
JonathanJonathanJonathanJonathan Jones (Syndicate 329) and  Jones (Syndicate 329) and  Jones (Syndicate 329) and  Jones (Syndicate 329) and 
others (The 'Martin P')others (The 'Martin P')others (The 'Martin P')others (The 'Martin P') [2004] 1 Lloyd's 
Rep.389 – The leading case on double 
insurance; also considers insurable interest, 
authority of agents, contribution, avoidance, 
mistake (leading Guy Blackwood)

Sitting as arbitrator in 2005-2006 in US$ 50 
million satellite insurance dispute (ICC Paris) 
where the principal issues turned on the date 
of loss and number of losses



Sitting as arbitrator in a number of treaty 
disputes, including run-off disputes 
concerning the Romanian state insurer Adas, 
now Astra.

During 2007 - 2008, advised the London 
market on liabilities arising from the Harvest 
petrol contamination.

During 2007 – 2008 advised the London 
market in relation to loss of a large volume of 
crude oil at a state-owned refinery.

2008 Advised HM Treasury in relation to 
terrorist disaster insurance and Pool Re 
retrocession agreement.

During 2008 – 2009 advised and represented 
the London Market in relation to the loss of 
the mega dredger “WD Fairway”, one of the 
largest hull losses on record (see e.g.  
DornochDornochDornochDornoch Ltd v Westminster International  Ltd v Westminster International  Ltd v Westminster International  Ltd v Westminster International 
BVBVBVBV [2009] EWHC 201 (Adm.)) ,handing over to 
Iain Milligan QC due to trial commitments).

He has also been involved in various 
confidential reinsurance arbitrations as an 
advocate, in matters ranging from political 
risks and financial reinsurance to more 
traditional X/L, quota share, surplus and 
facultative reinsurance disputes.

Salvage, Collision & AdmiraltySalvage, Collision & AdmiraltySalvage, Collision & AdmiraltySalvage, Collision & Admiralty

Simon Rainey has been instructed in many 
disputes which fall within the Admiralty 
jurisdiction of the High Court. His practice 
today concentrates particularly on collisions at 
sea, problems arising under towage and 
offshore contracts (on which he is the author 
of the acknowledged leading text “Tug and 
Tow” (LLP 1996; 2006), third edition currently 



in preparation), claims arising out of oil 
pollution incidents and investigations into the 
competence of seafarers and pilotage 
matters.

(a) CollisionCollisionCollisionCollision:  
The The The The ““““Vicky IVicky IVicky IVicky I””””    [2008] 2 Ll. Rep. 45 
(considering damages rules in collision cases);  
““““KaminesanKaminesanKaminesanKaminesan””””////““““Hyundai 105Hyundai 105Hyundai 105Hyundai 105”””” (collision 
Singapore Strait leading to loss of the H105, 
current).  
The The The The ““““ForestForestForestForest Pioneer Pioneer Pioneer Pioneer””””[2007] 
““““NordsunNordsunNordsunNordsun””””////””””KatieKatieKatieKatie””””    [2007-2008] 
““““TricolorTricolorTricolorTricolor””””////””””KaribaKaribaKaribaKariba””””: giving evidence to US 
Court on English collision law in the US 
collision action relating to the English Channel 
casualty  
““““MarchionessMarchionessMarchionessMarchioness””””////””””BowbelleBowbelleBowbelleBowbelle””””: represented the 
Bowbelle from the initial collision to the 
Inquiry. 

(b) TowageTowageTowageTowage:  
numerous advices and arbitrations under the 
Towcon, Towhire and Supplytime forms, e.g. 
S.E.A.S.E.A.S.E.A.S.E.A. Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL v  Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL v  Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL v  Servizi Ecologici Affosamenti SRL v 
Mulicieros Servicios LdaMulicieros Servicios LdaMulicieros Servicios LdaMulicieros Servicios Lda [2007] EWHC 2639 
(Comm).  
2008-2009 advising and representing owners 
of “Red Jasmine” in towage casualty with 
“Flying Phantom”. 
Two seismic streamer collision matters 2007-
2008

(c) PollutionPollutionPollutionPollution:  
The The The The ““““JamboJamboJamboJambo””””  representing and advising 
Maritime and Coastguard Agency in pollution 
incident in English Channel. 
The The The The ““““Ievoli SunIevoli SunIevoli SunIevoli Sun””””    representing and advising 
Maritime and Coastguard Agency in pollution 
incident in English Channel. 
The The The The ““““Sea EmpressSea EmpressSea EmpressSea Empress”””” represented the 
International Oil Pollution Fund in its action 
against Milford Haven Harbour Authority 
arising out of the “Sea Empress” casualty.  

(e) SeafarersSeafarersSeafarersSeafarers:  



has prosecuted on behalf of the MCA, e.g. 
REF. 

(f) PilotagePilotagePilotagePilotage:  
advised and represented Associated British 
Ports in its restructuring of pilotage on the 
River Humber and in its long-running dispute 
with the Humber Pilots and defence of their 
various claims including that for misfeasance 
in public office (recently settled in 2008).

 



DAVID LECKIE

Partner – Clyde & Co

David is a Commercial Dispute Resolution partner and a solicitor-advocate based in
London.

He graduated from Edinburgh University with honours in law in 1984 and qualified in
Scotland in 1987 and in England and Wales in 1992. He called to the English Bar in
1994.

His area of practice is energy and regulatory law. He is ranked in the Chambers,
Legal 500 and Chambers Europe directories as a leading expert in dispute
resolution. His recent ranking includes: “an excellent advocate who conjoins an
extremely pragmatic and realistic outlook with a warm personality, leaving clients
reassured that they are in safe hands”.

David has acted in a wide range of cases involving international disputes and has
represented clients in the UK courts at all levels, in mediations and in international
arbitrations, including ICC, UNCITRAL and LCIA. David has significant international
experience in the oil and gas industry, having formerly been in-house Legal Counsel
for Schlumberger in Paris. He is the Europe/Africa Director of the Association of
International Petroleum Negotiators.

He has extensive experience of regulatory law, including health, safety, and
environmental law. He has acted for companies and individuals in a wide range of
criminal prosecutions.

David lectures widely in his specialist areas of practice and is a contributor to
Butterworth’s Corporate Liability (Oil and Gas Chapter), Tolley’s Health and Safety,
Green’s Employment Law and is a case law editor of Redgrave's Health and Safety.
He co-authored the 1998 Human Rights Act 1998 Explained.

Recent experience

 Various international arbitrations involving commercial disputes in Nigeria,
Azerbaijan, Georgia and the Middle East

 Acting for major oil and gas operators and contractors in offshore health,
safety and environmental cases



NICK AUSTIN
Partner - Clyde & Co.

Nick is a partner in the Marine and International Trade department based in London.
He joined Clyde & Co in 2002 and has been a partner since 2005.

Nick specialises in shipping, trading and commercial disputes in both court and
arbitration proceedings. He acts for a wide range of charterers, traders, shipowners
and P&I clubs in relation to charterparty, bill of lading and general shipping and
trading matters. He also regularly accepts instructions from a large network of
overseas correspondent lawyers with whom he has built strong links.

Nick also focuses on oil and dry cargo trading disputes and frequently represents
major commodity houses across the globe, as well as large mining companies in
relation to their shipping and trading activities.

Nick lectures nationally and internationally on legal aspects of shipping and trading.
He speaks regularly at conferences organised by the Oxford Princeton Programme
in London and Singapore, and conducts frequent workshops for the Lloyd's Maritime
Academy and for individual clients.

He is a member of the LCIA, London Shipping Law Centre, and a Supporting
Member of the London Maritime Arbitrators Association.

Recent experience

 Representing one of the world's largest mining and global resources
companies on a substantial dispute under forward freight agreements (FFAs)

 Acting for a substantial disponent shipowner in an action against a charterer
for wrongful withdrawal of a time-chartered iron ore carrier

 Advising a major oil company on its terms and conditions of crude and
petroleum sales

 Representing a palm oil trader in an action against shipowners for shortage
and overheating damage to cargo during transit

 Acting for a major container operator in its dispute with another liner operator
under vessel sharing agreements

 Advising a substantial South East Asian oil company on its legal exposure to
pollution liabilities arising out of its operations

 Acting for an International Group P&I club in relation to its claim for an
indemnity against a vessel's charterers following damage to a chemical cargo

 Representing a substantial wheat exporter in a GAFTA arbitration against
their buyers concerning price, quantity and quality

Nick is ranked as a key individual in Chambers & Partners 2011.



HELEN PARRY

Before joining Thomson Reuters, Helen was a Reader in Law at London
Metropolitan University where she was director of the Postgraduate Diploma in
Financial Services Law. She was a specialist on the law Master's program in
comparative US and UK law on financial regulation and financial crime, and on the
undergraduate law degree where she taught a course on business crime. Helen
currently contributes to the MA in Communications Management and takes classes
in the law and regulation of financial communications.

She was the editor and contributing author of the Sweet & Maxwell "Law and
Regulation" series, which included the titles: law and regulation of futures trading;
swaps and off-exchange derivatives trading; bond markets; hedge funds and
exchanges and alternative trading systems. She was a regular contributor to
financial regulation publications including Compliance Monitor.

Helen was originally an academic criminologist who specialized in white-collar crime
and has also worked with private sector investigatory agencies.
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ANDREW HENDERSON

Andrew, a Vice President & Senior Consultant of The Red Flag Group, has been
involved in the development and implementation of compliance risk assessments,
developing compliance programmes for global MNCs and conducting due diligence
background screening.

Andrew has also been involved in conducting health checks, audits, reviews,
IntegrityCircles™ and other compliance assessments in multiple countries with a
focus on FCPA compliance, gifts & entertainment, and general regulatory
enforcement.

Before joining the firm, Andrew was a ten-year veteran at GlaxoSmithKline and prior
to that in private practice and an associate to a District Court Judge.

He has also worked for a major law firm in Sydney, where he was responsible for the
implementation of the firm’s electronic discovery capability, as well other legal IT
tools.

Senior Regulatory Intelligence Expert
Thomson Reuters, Governance, Risk and Compliance
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The Helen Parry Report: The long arm of the law — has the
Bribery Act lobby worked?
Apr 06 2011 Helen Parry recommended

"The government would not expect, for example, the mere fact that a company's
securities have been admitted to the UK Listing Authority's Official List and therefore
admitted to trading on the London Stock Exchange, in itself, to qualify that company
as carrying on a business or part of a business in the UK and therefore falling within
the definition of a 'relevant commercial organisation' for the purposes of section 7.
Likewise, having a UK subsidiary will not, in itself, mean that a parent company is
carrying on a business in the UK, since a subsidiary may act independently of its
parent or other group companies." Ministry of Justice guidance.

The London listing carve out

A UK-based investors group, together with the International Corporate Governance
Network, recently wrote a letter to the Financial Times expressing concern that the
Bribery Act Guidance would exempt certain overseas issuers in the London market
from the scope of the Act, and referred to what it termed the "mooted carve out" of
overseas companies listed in the London market with no other business presence in
the UK apart from raising capital. They challenged the notion that raising capital did
not amount to carrying out business in the UK, arguing that such an interpretation
could compromise the integrity of the London financial market and place UK
companies at a disadvantage. Transparency International has gone further and argued
that if a non-UK company listed on the London Stock Exchange were not
automatically caught by the Bribery Act this would mean that it could use capital
raised in the UK to pay bribes overseas, and that a UK-based company which lost a
contract to such a company would have no obvious legal remedy. Other interested
parties who had been concerned that, on the contrary, the inclusion of such companies
within the scope of the Act would have a deleterious affect on London as a capital-
raising market have clearly leaned on the Ministry of Justice to include the
controversial carve-out in the revised guidance, however.

Not carrying on a business?

Legal misgivings have already been expressed concerning the likelihood of the courts
upholding the guidance approach. Eoin O'Shea, head of anti-corruption at Lawrence
Graham LLP, noted that it was not immediately obvious that listing shares, dealing on
the stock exchange or raising capital in London was not part of carrying on a part of
one's business. A commentator in the DR Advisor Quarterly expressed a similar view
before publication of the revised guidance to the effect that that listing a depositary
receipt on a UK stock exchange might amount to carrying on business in the UK. A
depositary receipt is a negotiable financial instrument issued by a bank to represent a
foreign company's publicly traded securities. The depositary receipt trades on a local
stock exchange and the arrangement makes it easier for investors to buy shares in
foreign companies because the shares of the company do not have to leave the home
state. When the depositary bank is in the US the instruments are known as American
depositary receipts. European banks issue European depositary receipts, and other
banks issue global depositary receipts.



Securities and the scope of the FCPA: the BAE and Technip cases

Clearly that would be the case under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in the US,
where being the issuer of registered securities brings organisations within the scope of
the law. ADRs traded off-exchange would not, however, fall within the definition of
registered securities and would, therefore, not be covered. The notorious BAE bribery
case did not result in actual bribery charges, but in accounting and conspiracy
charges. It has been suggested that the reason for this was that at the crucial time BAE
Systems plc's ADRs were traded off-exchange and did not fall within the scope of the
FCPA. In fact, BAE had filed for an exemption from registration under s12(g) of the
Securities Exchange Act since at least 2002. By contrast, in the Technip bribery case
the firm had ADRs listed on the NYSE from at least 2001 until 2007 and was an
"issuer" for the purposes of the FCPA at the crucial time.

Hong Kong beckons?

Powerful pro-carve-out interests clearly include all those for whom the maintenance
of London as a leading financial centre is paramount. A banker in Kazakhstan who
had helped to arrange a large London equity fundraising was quoted in 2007 as having
severe misgivings at the prospect of companies whose only connection to London was
through capital raising or secondary securities markets trading, but whose actual
business was located elsewhere, finding themselves caught within the jurisdiction of
the Act. The banker anticipated that the Act would so severely affect the
attractiveness of the London market that any valuation premium would not be enough
to offset the additional red tape and potential risks; Hong Kong and other friendlier
jurisdictions would surely beckon.

The Serious Fraud Office view

Richard Alderman, head of the UK's Serious Fraud Office, has recently warned
companies that they should not rely on over-technical interpretations of the Act and
that he would use it to ensure that UK commercial enterprises were not disadvantaged
by compliance with the law. Such views suggest that the SFO will not hold back on
prosecuting foreign companies wherever they can. To reinforce this, Alderman has
invited UK companies to tell him where foreign companies listed in the UK are
breaching the legislation. He has also specifically referred to the fact that that he as
been questioned about issues such as "whether a quotation on the London Stock
Exchange is sufficient, whether subsidiaries in the UK are sufficient, whether the
raising of loan finance is sufficient and whether supplying services over the internet is
sufficient", making it clear that the SFO would adopt a determined stance towards the
interpretation of the legislation with regarding whether or not a company was carrying
on a business in the UK. Ultimately, of course, the matter will fall for decision in the
courts if it is raised as an issue.

Unaware of bribery taking place in a third country

Alderman also pointed out that if a firm were found to be carrying on business in the
UK because, for example, despite being based overseas it had a subsidiary in the UK,
such a subsidiary could be caught by the legislation as a result of bribery which took



place in a third country and was carried out by other subsidiaries of the corporate,
bribery of which the UK subsidiary was entirely ignorant. The comments echo those
made by Chris Walker, head of policy at the SFO, who has also been quoted in bullish
mode addressing issues raised by a hypothetical situation. It involved a US and a UK
company which were both building a factory in a third country and were both
approached by the local phone company with a take-it-or-leave-it proposition that if
they wanted phone services to be provided, a (small) bribe was required. The UK
company lost the contract as the US company was able to take advantage of the
facilitation payments defence in the FCPA, whereas the UK company was denied
phone services for months. Walker noted that in such circumstances the SFO would
look carefully to see if the US company was carrying on business in the UK by, for
example, having a subsidiary company based here and, if that were found to be the
case, would not hesitate to prosecute that company for having made the facilitation
payment.

Carrying on business in the UK and the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000

While there is no definition of carrying on a business in the Bribery Act, in the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, in the context of carrying a regulated
activity by way of business, PERG 2.3.3 provides that whether or not an activity is
carried on by way of business is ultimately a question of judgement that takes account
of several factors, none of which is likely to be conclusive. These factors include the
degree of continuity, the existence of a commercial element, the scale of the activity
and the proportion which the activity bears to other activities carried on by the same
person.

Perimeter guidance and persons based outside the UK

PERG 2.4.6G. provides that a person based outside the UK may also be carrying on
activities in the UK even if he does not have a place of business maintained by him in
the UK (for example, by means of the internet or other telecommunications system or
by occasional visits). In that case, it will be relevant to consider whether what he is
doing satisfies the business test as it applies in relation to the activities in question.

The view of the Court of Appeal

This issue was discussed by the Court of Appeal in Financial Services Authority v
Fradley & Woodward, a case which addressed the issue of whether certain betting-
related activities constituted a collective investment scheme. Lady Justice Arden held
that, in connection with a business, the running of which had substantially been
moved to Ireland, it was sufficient if the activities in question, which had taken place
in the UK, were a significant part of the business activity of running the collective
investment scheme (if any) constituted by the betting services being offered. The
court found that the communications with clients and prospective clients, and the
maintenance of a bank account and an accommodation address, all of which took
place in the UK, were all business activities and were of sufficient regularity and
substance to constitute the carrying on of business there even after one of the parties
concerned had moved his own office to Ireland in April 2003 and subsequently gave
instructions by post or internet from there.



Will the listings carve-out really work?

The London Stock Exchange has been actively marketing London to overseas
companies as an ideal centre for raising equity capital. There are companies listed in
the LSE which are not incorporated in the UK, but most of them do have significant
operations there. Many listed mining groups have token holding company
incorporation in London. Some commentators on the Act have suggested that it may
be impossible at the moment to point to a single company which has a London listing
and no presence, even through an agent company, in the UK. It is indeed difficult to
imagine how a corporate could engage in a full-scale listing, such as a premium LSE
listing, an AIM floatation or even secondary market trading, without carrying on some
business-related activities in London. If the Ministry of Justice really wants to create
such a loophole it would be well-advised to amend the legislation to make the position
clear. This is unlikely to happen for various reasons which are economic, commercial
and political rather than legal, and so the business community will have to wait for the
judges to pronounce on this and other controversial scope-related aspects of the Act.
Given the very different approach adopted in the US is possible that the tougher SFO
line may find favour.
  Helen Parry is senior regulatory intelligence expert at Thomson Reuters
Governance Risk and Compliance; the views expressed are her own.
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The Helen Parry Report: Bribery agents and joint ventures
— are the London 'loopholes' now closed?
Jul 09 2010 Helen Parry recommended

"The developments in the Bonny Island case highlight repeated allegations from other countries that
Britain has been soft on overseas bribery. The British taxpayer helped finance part of the Nigerian deal
and some of the evidence suggests key operations may have taken place in London to avoid strict US
anti-corruption laws."
David leigh and Rob Evans, The Guardian, May 7, 2009

The combined lobbying weight of the crème-de-la-crème of international agencies, including the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development and the International Monetary Fund, has
finally resulted in the passage through parliament of a bill which revamps and updates the UK's rickety
and archaic laws on bribery and corruption and which implements the Convention on Combating Bribery
of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions (the OECD Convention). The Bribery
Act 2010 is scheduled to come into force in October 2010. One case which perfectly highlights the
"London bribery loophole" is the Halliburton Nigerian Bonny Island liquefied natural gas scandal. A
seemingly endless stream of Securities and Exchange Commission complaints and US Department of
Justice indictments, plea agreements and deferred prosecution agreements continues to gush from the
wellspring of this notorious case, which erupted into the public view in 2002 when Georges Krammer, a
former commercial director of French oil services company Technip, who was under investigation in
connection with the equally notorious Elf scandale, blew the whistle on the Halliburton case by indicating
that Technip was paying bribes to obtain contracts in Nigeria.

Technip settles with the SEC

Technip has now appeared as the defendant in the most recent Halliburton-related SEC complaint
which alleges that they were part of TSKJ, a four-company joint venture that bribed Nigerian
government officials in order to win EPC (engineering, procurement and construction) contracts in
Nigeria worth more than $6bn. The SEC also charged the companies with having engaged in books and
records and internal controls violations related to the bribery. Technip has now agreed to pay $98m in
disgorgement and pre-judgment interest, in addition to a $240m penalty, in a deferred prosecution
agreement with the Department of Justice. One of Technip's joint venture partners, KBR, and its former
parent, Halliburton Co, have settled similar charges. The total sanctions of $917m represented the
largest combined settlements ever paid to date to the US resulting from a Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
violation. Technip was caught within the FCPA net because Technip American Depository Shares
traded on the New York Stock Exchange from August 2001 to November 2007.

The scheme

According to the SEC complaint, between 1994 and 2004, senior executives at Technip and other
members of TSKJ devised and implemented a scheme to bribe Nigerian government officials to obtain
multi-billion dollar contracts to build liquefied natural gas production facilities. They implemented this
bribery policy by forming a "cultural committee", which comprised senior sales executives at each
company, to arrange the scheme which was carried through by means of a series of sham consultancy
contracts entered into with a Gibraltar-registered shell company and a Japanese trading company. The
Gibraltar company was controlled by a UK solicitor. Both companies were used as conduits for the
bribes, which amounted to $180m. The SEC further found (not surprisingly) that Technip's internal
controls had also failed to detect or prevent the bribery, that the company's records were falsified as a
result of the bribery scheme and that they did not implement adequate controls to ensure compliance
with the FCPA. Due diligence was, according to the SEC, a "perfunctory exercise" conducted so that
there would be some documentation in the files.

Deferred prosecution agreement

In the related Department of Justice criminal proceedings Technip has been charged with one count of
conspiring to violate the FCPA and one count of violating the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA. As
noted above, Technip has now entered into a deferred prosecution agreement with the Department of
Justice and has agreed to pay a criminal penalty of $240m. A DPA is a contract between the
government and a defendant, executed contemporaneously with the government's filing of a criminal
charge, alleging that the defendant has committed one or more federal crimes. Notwithstanding the filing
of this charge, the government agrees to "defer" its prosecution of the charge through pre-trial and trial
proceedings if the defendant adheres to various obligations outlined in the DPA. If the defendant



satisfies the provisions of the DPA, at the conclusion of a specified term the government will move to
dismiss the charge, leaving the defendant without a criminal record. In contrast, if the defendant
breaches the DPA, the government is released from its promise to defer prosecution, and prosecutors
may then take the case to trial or negotiate a plea agreement. In the corporate context, deferred
prosecution agreements contain provisions whereby a defendant agrees to perform various kinds of
actions, grouped in the following categories:

 An admission of wrongdoing and an acceptance of responsibility.

 The payment of restitution and penalties.

 Cooperation in the government's continuing investigation, including its investigation into the
company's employees.

 A promise against further prosecution, but a pledge to engage in no further wrongdoing.

 The undertaking of certain specified corporate reforms.

 The appointment of an outside monitor or consultant.

 Regulatory sanctions.

 Other procedural components.

 Miscellaneous provisions, such as agreement as to the terms of the government's and the
company's respective press releases, or charitable contributions, or the performance of
community service by the company.

London and offshore centres

Notwithstanding the fact that the bribery scheme was conducted relatively overtly — the culture in those
days meant that such methods of doing business with certain countries were practically de rigueur —
the firms involved did seek to avoid the full force of the FCPA by using UK and offshore-based entities to
engage in the bribery activities. This is explained in the indictment against KBR issued in February
2009, which stated: "Madeira Company 3, the entity that the joint venture used to enter into consulting
agreements with the joint venture's agents, was 50 per cent owned by (UK registered) MW Kellogg Ltd.
KBR held its interest indirectly through MW Kellogg Ltd rather than directly, as part of KBR's intentional
effort to insulate itself from FCPA liability for bribery of Nigerian government officials through the joint
venture's agents. The boards of managers of Madeira Company 1 and Madeira Company 2 included US
citizens, including Stanley, but KBR avoided placing US citizens on the board of managers of Madeira
Company 3 as a further part of KBR's intentional efforts to insulate itself from FCPA liability." The
"Stanley" referred to here is Albert Jackson Stanley, former CEO and President of KBR who faced SEC
and DoJ actions and has now entered a plea agreement with the DoJ.

The Nigerian participants

The Nigerian players in this scheme included the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation, a Nigerian
government-owned company charged with the development of Nigeria's oil and gas wealth, and with
regulation of the industry, which was a shareholder in a joint venture with multinational oil companies.
Another major player was Nigeria LNG Ltd, the entity which awarded the gas plant contracts to TSKJ. It
was created by the Nigerian government to develop the Bonny Island project. It became a limited liability
company on May 17, 1989 and was tasked with harnessing Nigeria's vast natural gas resources and
producing liquefied natural gas and natural gas liquids for export. It was owned 49 per cent by NNPC
and 51 per cent by multinational oil companies including Shell (25.6 per cent), TotalLNG Nigeria Limited
(15 per cent), and Eni of Italy (10.4 per cent).

Report of the Special Investigation Panel

According to the Interim Report of the Special Investigation Panel headed by Mike Okiro, inspector-
general of police, President Olusegun Obasanjo, who led Nigeria from 1999-2000, shared the sum of
$74m with his vice president, Atiku Abubakar, between 2000 and 2001, as well as with Funsho
Kupolokun and Gaius Obaseki, who were successive heads of the NNPC during the government's early
years. The ruling party, the People's Democratic Party, received $5m. Other major beneficiaries
included: General Sani Abacha, who got $40m in 1994-95; Ibrahim Aliyu, $11.7m in 2001-2002; former



oil minister, Dan Etete, $2.5m in 1996-1998; Abdulkadir Abacha, $1.8m in 1998; and MG Bakari, $3.1m.

The French investigation kicks off

The US had stood alone in its anti-bribery legislation from 1977, when the FCPA was passed, until 1997
when the OECD Convention requiring signatory nations to agree to adopt implementing legislation was
adopted. France completed the process in 2002, and this legislation formed the basis of the subsequent
investigation by one of its magistrates into Krammer's allegations over the Halliburton affair.

The case against TSKJ

The basic case against TSKJ, the magistrate found, was that it had engaged in bribery in order to win
contracts to construct a liquefied natural gas facility in Bonny Island, Nigeria between 1994 and 2004.
During that decade, the Federal Government of Nigeria had awarded $6bn in a series of four contracts
to the TSKJ to build six LNG "trains". Liquefied natural gas is principally used for transporting natural
gas to markets, where it is re-gasified and distributed as pipeline natural gas. The natural gas fed into
the LNG plant is treated to remove water, hydrogen sulphide, carbon dioxide and other components that
will freeze under the low temperatures needed for storage or which will be destructive to the liquefaction
facility. "Train" is the term used to describe the liquefaction and purification facilities in a liquefied natural
gas plant. Each train is an independent unit for gas liquefaction. The French investigation then widened
into an investigation by the Nigerian government and FCPA investigations by the Department of Justice
and the SEC.

The joint venture participants

The joint venture consisted of Technip of France, Snamprogetti, a subsidiary of Eni spa of Italy, The
Japan Gasoline Corp (JGC) and Kellogg of the USA (later known as KBR). KBR was a subsidiary of
Halliburton for part of the time relevant to the contracts. The term "joint venture" refers to the purpose of
the entity and not to the type of entity, and a joint venture may be a corporation, a limited liability
enterprise, a partnership or other legal structure, depending on a number of considerations such as tax
and tort liability. It was registered as TSKJ, a limited liability company, in Madeira, Portugal.

The offshore bribery web

Madeira is a popular offshore business centre. It is an integral part of Portugal and companies formed in
Madeira are subject to the standard Portuguese Companies Code. They also enjoy tax breaks provided
under Free Trade Zone legislation. Provided that a source of revenues is outside of Madeira, the
following tax rates apply:

 Companies formed before 2001 operate tax-free until 2011.

 Companies formed in 2001-2002 pay a one per cent tax.

 Companies formed in 2003-2004 pay a two per cent tax.

 Companies formed in 2005-2006 pay a three per cent tax.

There are two forms of companies available: the limitada and the sociedade anonima. The Lda requires
two directors and the SA requires three who may be individuals or corporate entities. They may be of
any nationality and are not required to be local residents. There is no legal requirement to appoint a
company secretary. They can be incorporated with a single shareholder and there is no requirement to
disclose the details of the beneficial owner to government authorities. Furthermore there are no
withholding taxes on dividends, interest, or royalties; no capital gains taxes; no gift or inheritance taxes,
and no stamp duties on capital.

The Madeira joint venture companies

According to a report issued by the authorities in Nigeria, TSKJ set up three special purpose entities in
Madeira:

 TSKJ Servicos de Engenharia Lda

 TSKJ II Construcoes Internationala Lda



 LNG Servicos De Projectos Lda.

The four joint venture members each owned 25 per cent of TSKJ Servicos de Engenharia and TSKJ
Construcoes Internationala Lda, whereas the KBR UK subsidiary, MK Kellog Ltd (MWKL), which was
owned 55 per cent by KBR and 45 per cent by JGC, owned 50 per cent of LNG Servicos De Projectos
Lda.

From MW Kellogg Ltd to KBR

MWKL was formerly owned by Dresser Industries Inc, which acquired it in 1988.This was the period
when the bribe payments and the contract bid started (1993). In September 1998, Halliburton acquired
Dresser Industries Inc, including its subsidiary, MWKL. After the purchase, Kellogg merged with
Halliburton's subsidiary, Brown and Root Inc, to form Kellogg, Brown and Root, Inc, which later became
Kellogg, Brown & Root, LLC. The bribery continued under Halliburton while KBR remained a part of
Halliburton until April 2007, when it became an independent company. It was at MWKL that Wojciech
Chodan, one of the main players in the case, was vice president and consultant. MWKL is described in
Halliburton's 2008 10-Q filing of April 25,2008 as a "United Kingdom joint venture and subcontractor on
the Bonny Island project".

Tri-Star and Jeffrey Tesler

According to the Nigerian Parliament's interim report into the case, two corporates were used as
conduits for the bribes. Tri-Star Investments Limited of Gibraltar was the most important. It was formed
in 1990 by Jeffery Tesler, a solicitor based in Tottenham, North London. In 2005, the company was
reformed and is now the Tri-Star Company Group with European headquarters in Switzerland and
American headquarters in Washington DC. Tri-Star was paid $130m between December 1995 and
January 2004, money which was allegedly used to bribe top-level Nigerian government officials. It was
an agent of TSKJ and its subsidiaries.

Tesler and Nigeria

According to testimony he gave in the course of the French investigation, Jeffrey Tesler has, for three
decades, been the personal adviser of various Nigerian businessmen, military officers and politicians
while also serving as a consultant to many firms operating within Nigeria. According to evidence given
by a Mr Gory, a senior Technip executive who admitted to having been involved in negotiating the
contracts with Tesler, Tesler's advice may well have been crucial in deciding what strategy to adopt
during the negotiation of contracts. Furthermore he is stated to have contributed to the success of the
joint venture by obtaining and carrying out three successive major projects. Gory described Tesler as a
London lawyer who had an office in Lagos. According to Krammer, Tesler was engaged in "providing a
permanent flow of information on (events in) Nigeria and on the strategies of the Nigerian government
and administration, providing the client with commercial follow-up and continuity and supplying logistical
and administrative assistance onsite". Under oath before the trial judge, Renaud van Ruymbeke, Tesler
provided direct testimony concerning his Nigerian connections and the Bonny Island project.

 Question: You therefore have a power of attorney on accounts opened in Switzerland by
Nigerian personalities?

 Tesler: ….This account was opened with UBP in Geneva by General Mamman Vatsa, who was
assassinated while he was in charge of an attempted coup d'état in 1984-1985. I paid the costs
of the registration of this company. I suppose that he wanted to deposit money or to invest in
real estate or to do business using this account but he was killed before his coup d'état, in
which he aimed to be chief of state.

 Question: Why did he contact you in order to open this account with UBP?

 Tesler: Because since 1977, when I started to work in Nigeria, I was the adviser of several
important businessmen, including a certain number of members of the government. There was
him, the chief of staff of the navy, the chief of staff of the air force and a large number of
officers who came to the War School in London because at the time it had a very good
reputation. A large number of these officers asked me advice on all of their affairs, not only
commercial but also everyday (school, doctors, etc). Many had children in London, had
healthcare, their wives lived and shopped in England. They are English speakers and it is a
former English colony."



Payments made

Tesler further stated that he had made payments to various Nigerian officials, including two transfers
amounting to $75,000 to MD Yusuf, then chairman of NLNG, which had awarded the original contract to
the consortium. His testimony revealed that the payments to Alhaji Yusuf were to secure the latter's
assistance in arranging meetings between TSKJ officials and the late general Sani Abacha. He also
admitted to having made related payments to the then-president of KBR, Albert Jackson Stanley, who
sent them to a numbered bank account in Zurich named "Amal"; and testified that another payment had
been made to Chodan, which Chodan had routed to an anonymous bank account in Jersey.

Extradition request

Tesler and Chodan, who worked for MWKL and reported to Stanley, then CEO of KBR, are the subjects
of an indictment which has been brought by the Department of Justice in Houston. Tesler faces
prosecution on corruption and conspiracy charges that carry a maximum 55-year jail term. He has
denied all charges. The US authorities made an extradition request for Tesler which was granted by
district judge Caroline Tubbs, sitting at City of Westminster Magistrates' Court in March 2010. Tesler's
QC, Hugo Keith, argued that the US connection to the London lawyer was "tangential", in that little of the
alleged bribery took place in the US. Judge Tubbs was satisfied, however, that the allegations were
serious enough to justify extradition. This decision was agreed by Baroness Neville-Jones, the minister
of state for security, on May 24, 2010. Tesler is, however, appealing against extradition on the basis,
inter alia, of issues related to human rights and the lapse of time since the events in question.

Marubeni Corporation

The other agent was the Marubeni Corporation, a global trading company with headquarters in Japan. It
was paid over $50m to bribe "low-level" Nigerian government officials. It also was an agent of TSKJ and
its subsidiaries.

Madeira 3 and KBR: the London loophole

The third and most important of the Madeira SPEs, LNG Servicos De Projectos Lda (Madeira 3) was the
conduit for the bribery funds. Madeira 3 entered into sham consulting contracts with Tri-Star and
Marubeni. The payments for these "consulting services" were used to bribe officials in Nigeria. Madeira
3 was in effect 50 per cent owned by KBR. As noted above, however, KBR held its interest in LNG
Madeira 3 indirectly through MW Kellogg Ltd, rather than directly, as a means of insulating itself from the
bribery scheme.

The Serious Fraud Office investigation

According to Halliburton's 2009 10-Q report, published in October 2009, the Serious Fraud Office is
considering civil claims or criminal prosecution under various UK laws and appears to be focused on the
actions of MWKL, among others. A spokesman for the SFO has told Complinet that the investigation is
in fact ongoing. The SEC Filing noted further that whether the SFO pursues civil or criminal claims, and
the amount of any fines, restitution, confiscation of revenues or other penalties that could be assessed
would depend on, among other factors, the SFO's findings regarding the amount, timing, nature and
scope of any improper payments or other activities, whether any such payments or other activities were
authorised by or made with knowledge of MWKL, the amount of revenue involved, and the level of
cooperation provided to the SFO during the investigations.

The Bribery Act and civil recovery orders: the American way?

Now that the Bribery Act 2010 is in force the SFO will have its hands full trying to balance the competing
interests of pursuing US-style techniques analogous to the much admired US deferred prosecution
agreements, while also heeding judicial words of warning. Two UK judges have recently criticised global
plea agreements struck by the SFO in the R v Innospec and R v Dougall cases. Although the
agreements were eventually approved, in both cases the judges raised their concerns about the
judiciary's absence from the deal-making process concerning the use of civil settlement orders and
other matters in relation to the validity of the agreements. These cases are an indication that the SFO is
seeking to test the courts to see how far they can get in achieving the desired more pragmatic US style
of white collar crime investigation and prosecution. The tension revolves around a perception on the part
of the judiciary that they are being forced out of their constitutional sentencing role in cases where the
SFO purports to merely present them with a deal which has been done and dusted, and agreed with
overseas prosecutors to boot. The SFO is naturally keen to reap the potential benefits of its self-
reporting regime by being able to offer up US deferred prosecution-style carrots through the use of, inter
alia, civil recovery orders now available under the provisions of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002.



Civil recovery orders: the English DPA?

Civil recovery enables enforcement authorities (such as the SFO and the Serious Organised Crime
Agency) to recover, in civil proceedings before the High Court or Court of Session, any property
(including cash) which is, or represents, property obtained though unlawful conduct ("recoverable
property"). In addition, cash which is, or represents, property obtained through unlawful conduct, or
which is intended to be used in unlawful conduct, may be forfeited in civil proceedings before a
magistrates' court. The enforcement authority such as the SFO should first identify the property; and the
conduct that is said to be unlawful, and must then prove to the court that, on the balance of probabilities,
the matters alleged to constitute unlawful conduct have occurred. A person obtains property through
unlawful conduct (whether his own or another's conduct) if he obtains property by or in return for that
conduct, e.g., by taking a bribe in return for award of a contract.

Civil standard of proof

The court does not have to decide whether a particular crime had been committed by a particular
individual, i.e., no specific offence has to be established based on the criminal standard of beyond
reasonable doubt. Instead, the court has to decide, based on the balance of probabilities, whether the
conduct so described was unlawful under the criminal law of the UK or unlawful under the criminal law of
any country outside the UK (thereby enabling the recovery of property obtained through unlawful
conduct abroad). In other words, all that needs to be shown is that the property sought represents the
proceeds of crime. If the court is satisfied that any property is recoverable, it can make a recovery order.
The property will then vest in the "trustee for civil recovery" who is usually a suitably qualified person
appointed by the court and nominated by the enforcement authority.

The BAE settlement

Despite these shots across the bows from the judiciary the SFO has announced its intention to press
ahead with its settlement with BAE Systems. The press office announced in February that the SFO and
the Department of Justice had announced settlements with BAE Systems plc, in a ground-breaking
global agreement. The Department of Justice agreement involved BAE's business dealings in a number
of countries, while the SFO agreement concentrated on the company's operations in Tanzania. The
SFO agreement was to the effect that the company would plead guilty in the crown court to an offence
under s221 of the Companies Act 1985 of failing to keep reasonably accurate accounting records in
relation to its activities in Tanzania. The company would then pay £30m, comprising a financial order to
be determined by a Crown Court judge with the balance to be paid as an ex gratia payment for the
benefit of the people of Tanzania. In conjunction with this agreement the SFO press release noted that
the SFO had taken account of the implementation by BAE Systems of substantial ethical and
compliance reforms and the company's agreement with the Department of Justice and had determined
that no further prosecutions would be brought against BAE Systems in relation to the matters that had
been under investigation by the SFO.

The SFO defers to the judiciary

It remains to be seen what the courts will make of this. Richard Alderman, director of the SFO, has
made his position clear. For example, when addressing the KPMG Fraud in Business Club in March this
year, he said: "I am also interested in the other powers that are available to the New York DA's Office
and to the Department of Justice. An example is deferred prosecutions. The question I am looking at is
whether we could make deferred prosecutions work in this jurisdiction." In stark contrast to this
approach, Lord Justice Thomas warned in the Innospec case that: "Those who commit such serious
crimes as corruption of senior foreign government officials must not be viewed or treated in any different
way to other criminals. It will therefore rarely be appropriate for criminal conduct by a company to be
dealt with by means of a civil recovery order: the criminal courts can take account of cooperation and
the provision of evidence against others by reducing the fine otherwise payable." Clearly the reference
in the SFO BAE press release to a "financial order" shows that the prosecutor is deferring to the judge in
not seeking to specify any particular type of financial arrangement. Lord Thomas also noted that 37.5
per cent of the proceeds of a confiscation order would go to the SFO (18.75 per cent to the investigator
and 18.75 per cent to the prosecutor) while fines are paid and retained by HM Treasury, a fact which
could possibly influence the SFO to lean towards the confiscation option.

The Export Credits Guarantee Department and MWKL

The role of the British taxpayer in the affaire, as noted in the opening quote of this article, refers to the
contract to build the second extension (trains four and five) to the plant which was awarded on a
negotiated basis to TSKJ in March 2002. The UK Export Credits Guarantee Department was one of a
number of export credit agencies that helped to finance the project in December 2002 by providing a
guarantee to a syndicate of banks in respect of a loan made by that syndicate to NLNG, which was



advanced in respect of goods and services supplied to NLNG by TSKJ to perform the Bonny Island
project. MWKL had sub-contracts with TSKJ. The premium was paid by NLNG, with part of it being
debited to the ECGD-guaranteed loan. Tesler signed an agreement with Madeira 3 on December 24,
2001 for "consulting and commercial promotion services for the Nigeria LNG Plus Project". According to
this agreement, Tesler was to receive a fee of $51m, to be paid into a bank in Monaco, if he obtained
the EPC contract for trains four and five on behalf of TSKJ. The fee represented roughly three per cent
of the $1.6bn contract price.

The ECGD's anti corruption procedures pre-May 2004

As has been pointed out by Cornerhouse's memorandumto the UK Parliament's Trade and Industry
Committee Inquiry into the Export Credits Guarantee Department, the ECGD pre-May no bribery
warranty required the company to state that neither itself nor anyone acting on its behalf had engaged in
corrupt activity on the contract to be covered by ECGD. This was easy for MWKL to say as the bribes
were agreed and paid by TSKJ on behalf of the TSKJ, not on MWKL's behalf, and any payments made
by Tesler to Nigerian officials were for the main contract, and not for MWKL's sub-contract with TSKJ,
which alone was directly supported by ECGD. MWKL had duly signed a no bribery warranty for ECGD
stating that neither it nor anyone acting on its behalf had engaged in bribery on the contract to be
supported. Furthermore, ECGD did not underwrite the agent's commission which, in any event, involved
TSKJ not MWKL.

The May 2004 regime

Under the tougher May version of the anti-corruption procedures, despite the fact that ECGD guarantee
was not supporting the agent's commission, MWKL would have had to:

 Declare that an agent had been employed on the project by its "'affiliates" (i.e., a related
company or consortium partner).

 State that Tri-Star based in Gibraltar was the agent.

 State what services Tri-Star was providing.

 Inform ECGD that the commission was being paid in Monaco.

 Give an explanation as to why it was being paid outside Nigeria.

Under the May regime the anti-bribery warranty and related provisions in the premium and recourse
agreement would have covered the case, making MWKL liable if bribery were proved.

The anti-bribery warranty

This would have required MWKL to state that:

 To the best of its knowledge and belief

 none of its affiliates had engaged in corrupt practices

 not just on the contract to be underwritten by ECGD but on

 any related agreement, undertaking, consent, authorisation or arrangement of any kind.

MWKL had a 50 per cent share in the Madeira 3 and was making payments to Tesler and Tri-Star and it
must therefore have known that payments were being made on the main contract. If bribery had been
proved, MWKL would have been liable under the warranty; would have had its cover terminated, and
would have been required to pay back any sums that the ECGD had paid out.

The December 2004 revisions

In December 2004, however, the ECGD changed the rules again after industry objections, particularly
from the aerospace and banking sectors. Under the new regime, joint venture partners, parent
companies and non-controlled subsidiaries were excluded from anti-bribery declarations and warranties.
After the December changes, as ECGD was not supporting the agent's commission contract, MWKL



Kellogg would not have been required even to state whether an agent was being used on the project.
Furthermore, ECGD would only have asked companies whether they or a controlled company had used
an agent and whether or not the commission was above five per cent. The warranty would only have
applied to corrupt activity in relation to the contract to be supported by ECGD and not to "any related
agreement" as the previous version did. While MWKL owned 50 per cent of the consortium's offshore
subsidiary that paid Tri-Star, it did not control the subsidiary, either through contractual arrangements or
through ownership of the majority (above 50 per cent) of voting share capital. Another excluding factor
would have been the fact that Tesler's fee was only three per cent, and so MWKL would not need to
have declared any details of the agency arrangements on the project as it was below the five per cent
minimum. The revised warranty merely required a company to state that neither it, nor any controlled
companies, nor anyone acting on its own or their behalf, had paid bribes. Given that, as previously
stated, MWKL did not control Madeira 3, it could have signed the warranty truthfully. MW Kellogg would,
therefore, not have been liable under the December provisions.

ECGD consultation and the government's final response

ECGD went on to consult on its bribery and corruption procedures, but the government's 2006 final
response did not herald a return to the tighter May version of the regime, at least with regard to the
agents of joint ventures. The rationale for retaining this loophole was that:

 It would impose an unjustifiable burden on applicants to oblige them to provide the names of
the agents of consortium partners or other group companies' partners.

 It would be impossible for the applicant to acquire the necessary information.

 The identity of agents could be a matter of commercial confidence.

 The identity of the agent of a consortium partner would be something which a consortium
partner, considering that he may wish to use that agent in future in business where he is in
competition with that ECGD applicant, would be unwilling to provide to that applicant.

 Making the provision of the identity of such an agent obligatory might prevent ECGD from
being able to carry out its function of facilitating UK exports by imposing a condition upon the
applicant incapable of fulfilment.

Under the current regime exporters are required only to provide information about those agents who are
instructed by them or appointed on their behalf, as was the case before the May 2004 revisions. As has
been indicated above, this means that an exporter can still encourage a joint venture partner, subsidiary,
parent or sister company to appoint an agent without the exporter's explicit authorisation and therefore
not on its behalf, and thus avoid having to provide any details of the agent to ECGD. As has been noted
above, under the May 2004 procedures, exporters had to provide details of any agent involved by either
themselves or any of their "affiliates". Affiliates included any group company, whether controlled or not,
and any joint venture, consortium or business partner. ECGD has said that where an agent is appointed
by a consortium of which the exporter is a member, the agent will be deemed to have been appointed
on the exporter's behalf and will therefore need to be declared under the new procedures. This is not
clearly stated on the application forms, however.

The end of the London loophole?

The Bribery Act 2010 gives contractors little or no wriggle room when it comes to issues such as bowing
to local custom and paying a mere facilitation payment, and is in some respects tougher than the FCPA.
When it comes into force, the act will definitely close one loophole, even if the ECGD has not yet seen fit
to clearly close its joint venture/agency example. Firms must clearly prepare for this new regime, and
they can rest assured that if they do persist in bowing to local custom and paying "facilitation payments",
they will find the British state to be armed and dangerous, and seeking to take its cut of the proceeds.
 Helen Parry is senior regulatory intelligence expert at Thomson Reuters Governance Risk and
Compliance; the views expressed are her own
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"The government does, however, recognise the problems that commercial
organisations face in some parts of the world and in certain sectors. The eradication of
facilitation payments is recognised as a long term objective that will require economic
and social progress and sustained commitment to the rule of law in those parts of the
world where the problem is most prevalent ... In cases where hospitality, promotional
expenditure or facilitation payments do on their face trigger the provisions of the Act
prosecutors will consider very carefully what is in the public interest before deciding
whether to prosecute." Ministry of Justice guidance on the Bribery Act 2010.

The dreadful spectre of the shroud of UK Plc which has been hovering over the
Palace of Westminster since the publication of the MoJ draft Bribery Act guidance
(and which was much in evidence in its US manifestation in Washington in 1977
when the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act was passed) does, at first glance, appear to
have proved sufficiently alarming. This is clearly demonstrated by the reassuring,
empathetic and positively emollient tone employed in the revised version of the
guidance, particularly when sensitive issues such as facilitation payments and
corporate hospitality are being addressed. This change of heart can be clearly
discerned by comparing the original and revised versions of the case study on
facilitation payments featured in the guidance documents.

The original case study

The original version posited a UK corporate engaging with a US counterpart in a
consortium which was contracting in a third country jurisdiction which was "rife with
corruption". They were already in serious trouble having made facilitation payments,
struck a deal with union leaders, replaced the facilitation payments with IT services to
educational centres connected to an opposition party and been accused of bribery by
an overseas government. The "remedial" part of the scenario consisted of the said
corporate being subjected to a positive barrage of hostile questions designed to



elucidate in excruciating detail precisely how it had (probably) failed to manage its
business to prevent such chicanery. Senior managers were referred to specifically on
more than one occasion. The questions included whether:

 They had undertaken a risk assessment informed by the political, social and
media environment.

 They had analysed the consortium's contractual standards and their
relationship to US, UK and third country legal regimes.

 Senior managers had provided leadership on anti-bribery policies tailored to
the third country.

 They had offered any leadership within the local Chamber of Commerce or in
partnership with local anti-corruption initiatives to develop options.

 They had investigated the political connections of the local workers and
officials involved.

 They had assessed the third country's government's policy.
 They had analysed the local political situation.
 They had a clear and accessible policy for staff in the third country.
 They had designed the project to comply with the policy.
 They had utilised local staff and management expertise when drafting the

policy.
 They had organised safe and confidential employee feedback facilities.
 They had procedures to deal with a refusal to pay facilitation payments.
 They had to report changes like the shift to IT to top level of management.
 They had provided training in UK and US law.
 They had arranged for regular reviews of the risk assessment concerning the

payments.
 They had a way of using third-country experience to improve procedures.
 They had considered external verification of the policy.

Within this scenario there were several references to corruption, politicians and trade
unions, and it clearly pulled no punches.

The revised case study

The most striking aspect of the revised version is that there is no assumption that the
corporate (A) has committed bribery — the corrupt behaviour is posited merely as a
future hypothetical possibility which only concerns an agent (C) of the corporate, not
the corporate itself. The writer presumes that the corporate is engaged in another
jurisdiction (J) using a local agent and has already carried out a bribery risk
assessment and has identified facilitation payments as a significant problem. The
corporate is not interrogated directly in the second person — as it is in the old version
— but is addressed less directly in the third person. The suggestions are gentle and
preventative and are mostly concerned with activities that could or should be
undertaken not by A at all, but by C after some helpful prompting by A. The whole
tone is highly tentative and conditional. The scenario indicates that A could consider
any or a combination of a list of actions, including:

 Communicating its non-facilitation policy to C and C's staff.
 Seeking legal advice with regard to facilitation payments in J.
 Planning the project to allow where feasible for resisting demands for

facilitation payments.
 Requesting that C train its staff about relevant local and UK law and resisting

such demands.



Suggestions for C

The scenario then proposes that A could suggest that C and its staff should adopt
certain procedures which may include one or more of the following, if appropriate:

 Questioning demands.
 Requesting receipts and identification requests to consult with superior

officials.
 Trying to avoid paying "inspection fees" (if not properly due) in cash and

directly to an official.
 Informing those demanding payments that A (and possibly C) will commit an

offence under UK law and will have to inform the UK embassy.
 Maintaining contact with C concerning developments that may provide

solutions and encouraging C to develop its own strategies.
 Using UK diplomatic channels or participation in locally active non-

governmental organisations, so as to apply pressure on the authorities to stop
the demands.

Hospitality and promotional expenditure

A notable shift of emphasis is also evident in the passages that address the highly
contentious question of when corporate hospitality crosses the line and becomes a
bribe. The revised version notes that the standards or norms applying in a particular
sector may be relevant — a qualifier of benefit to those who operate in an industry,
such as banking, whose norms are more generous than the average. The overall
general tenor is again much less hostile and threatening. In the original guidance
document, reference was quickly made to recent UK convictions for corruption of
foreign public officials documenting how contrived "professional education" schemes
could use promotional expenditure as a cover for bribery — clear reference to the
Dougall case. By contrast, the new version starts reassuringly with pointing out the
difficult evidential hurdles placed in the path of any prosecutor seeking to make a case
for bribery in this context and notes that an invitation to foreign clients to attend a Six
Nations match at Twickenham as part of a public relations exercise would clearly not
constitute a bribe.

The original hospitality case study

This new conciliatory approach is again to the fore in the revised hospitality case
study. The original version resonates with allusions to the Bonny Islands corruption
cases. The corporate is shown as having clearly engaged in bribing foreign officials
and is again interrogated directly in the second person as to which preventative
measures they have taken, such as whether:

 Their procedures assessed hospitality and promotional expenditure bribery
risks generally and in the liquefied natural gas sector.

 They had surveyed anti-bribery codes of conduct, including sector specific
codes.

 Senior UK managers had implemented the policy in the relevant overseas
jurisdiction.

 Top-level UK managers had facilitated an opportunity to discuss the issue
with the overseas government.

 They had inquired as to whether bribery was commonly found there and
looked into possible preventative actions.



 They had researched relevant local law and regulations.
 They had provided staff guidance.
 They had made sure the overseas government and business partners were

aware of their policy.
 Their approval procedures were appropriate.
 They had proper pre-approval management systems.
 They had recently reviewed their procedures and guidance.
 They had provided for employee contributions.

The revised case study

By contrast, the new case study provides the reader with the comfortingly bland,
benign and thoroughly worthy example of a firm running a programme of events
involving entertainment, quality dining and attendance at various sporting occasions
for its customers. Problems had, however, arisen with the issue of the firm footing the
bill for overseas participants' travel and accommodation. The possible actions that
could be considered were not too demanding and included:

 Conducting a bribery risk assessment.
 Publishing a policy statement.
 Issuing guidance.
 Ensuring compliance with any relevant domestic or foreign laws.
 Ensuring that the motive was only general PR.
 Making sure that recipients did not feel obliged to engage in business with

them as a result.
 Ensuring the approval by the relevant authorities (which could be senior

managers) for large amounts.
 Providing appropriate accounts, policy reviews and staff training.

The Commercial Court recently considered gifts and hospitality payments, discussed
here.

The FPCA and facilitation payments

Much has been made of the fact that, unlike the Bribery Act, the FCPA has an
exemption for facilitation payments. It is unlikely, in practice, however, that the
English authorities should take a radically different approach from those in the US.
Although there may not be a formal statutory exemption for such small bribes, the
joint prosecution guidance, which was published by the director of the Serious Fraud
Office and the Director of Public Prosecution, emphasises that prosecution is unlikely
in cases of single small payments. In the US, meanwhile, the authorities will come
down hard on "facilitation" payments if they do not fall within the definition of "small
bribes".

The Panalpina case

In one recent major FCPA case concerning customs clearances, the payments were
classic facilitation type payments in form but were clearly too large. Panalpina World
Transport (Holding) Ltd, a global freight forwarding and logistics services firm based
in Basel, Switzerland, and its US-based subsidiary, Panalpina Inc., admitted that
through subsidiaries and affiliates, they paid bribes of $27m to foreign officials in
Angola, Azerbaijan, Brazil, Kazakhstan, Nigeria, Russia and Turkmenistan on behalf
of many of their customers in the oil and gas industry to get around local rules and



regulations relating to the import of goods and materials. Panalpina's customers
included Shell Nigeria Exploration and Production Company Ltd (SNEPCO),
Transocean Inc and Tidewater Marine International Inc, who all admitted that they
approved of or condoned the payment of bribes on their behalf in Nigeria and falsely
recorded the bribe payments made on their behalf as legitimate business expenses in
their accounts.

An effective prophylactic regime

Another factor which militates against prosecution in the UK, according to the
SFO/DPP guidance, is whether there has been a genuinely active approach involving
self-reporting and remedial action. Firms, however, should not be lulled into a false
sense of security. Although Kenneth Clark, writing in the foreword to the MoJ
guidance, is at pains to reassure readers that the government does not wish to unduly
burden the vast majority of decent, law-abiding firms and that the core principle
driving the legislation is proportionality, the Bribery Act has not been amended. It has
always been as unlikely that firms would be prosecuted for minor borderline bribery
offences as it has been in any area of criminal law, given the current guidelines which
provide both evidentiary and public interest hurdles to prosecution.

On the contrary, firms must take on board the fact that this new regime will be in
place soon and that they have three months in which to devise and put in place
appropriate systems and procedures to ensure, as far as possible, that they will not be
in the frame for a charge of failing to prevent commercial bribery resulting from the
inappropriate conduct of an employee. The SFO has been very active in recent years
in utilising the existing bribery laws to convict firms in serious cases and will no
doubt continue to do so with renewed vigour once the new law is in force. There are
still many parts of the world where it is very hard to do business without forking out
very large bribes indeed. It may be advisable to hang on to the old version of the
guidance as it contains very useful advice
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